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Executive Summary
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Executive 
Summary

This analysis found ways that competitors are 

using sleeker designs, additional features, and a 

simpler checkout process to boost their appeal 

to novice and experienced travel shoppers.

With some technical adjustments, Kayak 
can gain a competitive advantage over 
many of its competitors.



Motivation & Method
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Motivation
to boost Kayak’s visibility and continue to 

be a top competitor in the travel industry, 

specifically in using metasearch engine to 

search for the cheapest flights and hotels  



Goal 

Goal: identify which aspects could keep 

consumers away from the service or continue 

to attract them in comparison to other 

companies 

Targeted population: people who are not 

frequent travelers, and only focus on simple 

tasks that associated with successful booking 

a flight and a place to stay 
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Method 
Justification

Heuristic Evaluation (HE)  → 

● Main metric to help gauge with the 

usability of the website
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Metrics

H1 Visibility of System Status

H2 Match Between the System and the Real World

H3 User Control and Freedom 

H4 Consistency and Standards

H5 Error Prevention

H6 Recognition Rather than Recall

H7 Flexibility and Ease of Use

H8 Aesthetic and Minimalist Design 

H9 Help Users Recognise, Diagnose, and Recover from 
Errors 
H10 Help and Documentation
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Metrics

Heuristic Evaluation

Severity Code 

0 No problem

1 Cosmetic

2 Minor

3 Major

4 Catastrophic
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Metrics

Emergency Exit Evaluation

a. Can you easily find customer 

service number/live chat 

feature 

b. Is there access to immediate 

customer services? 

c. Can you go back to the 

previous page 

d. Are there cancellation fees? 
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Marketplace 
Overview
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Positioning
● Expedia Group

● Booking Holdings

● Trip.com Group

● Tripadvisor
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Market consolidation 
and ownership groups



Positioning
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Value 
Proposition
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1
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Direct Competitors 
Findings
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Identified Competitors
1

expedia Trip
2

cheapOair

3
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Price comparison
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KAYAK 

Select departure and return dates
● Highlight the dates with different 

colors to indicate the prices on 
corresponding dates. 

H6 Recognition rather 
than recall
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Select departure and return dates
● The use of visualization (faded vs. 

solid) 
● Automatic correction

H5 Error prevention



KAYAK 
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/11VAqG6WL6MbiJ4-LHxUpzIM6MliZbyRJ/preview


KAYAK 
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cheapest price in “lowest to 
highest price” sort

H10 Help and 
documentation

Prices listed for each filtered result

Explanation for “Best” results

H6 Recognition rather 
than recall



KAYAK 

H10 Help and 
documentation
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Prices listed for each filtered result

Explanation for “Best” results

H6 Recognition rather 
than recall



KAYAK 

Provide far cheaper train and bus 
tickets in flights search as alternate 
option

The use of visualization  - icons match 
with the shapes in real-world

H2 Match between the 
system and real world

H7 Flexibility and 
efficiency of use

1. Bus ticket

2. Train ticket
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KAYAK 
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2. Icons of carry-on bag, 
checked bag

1. Icons of bus, flight, train

Provide far cheaper train and bus 
tickets in flights search as alternate 
option

The use of visualization  - icons match 
with the shapes in real-world

H2 Match between the 
system and real world

H7 Flexibility and 
efficiency of use



KAYAK 

No feedback after clicking “Track prices”

Suggestion: show a pop-up window, saying “Alert on”, or requiring 
users to confirm their interested flights and enter their email 
address. 

H1 Visibility of System Status

Severity code: 2

(code: PC1)

No feedback
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Trip 

Feedback after clicking “Create Price Alert”

H1 Visibility of 
system status

Pop-up window asking for 
the information you want to 
be alerted
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Expedia

Users can easily add a flight or car 
to their search, even if not using 
the “Packages” tab

H7 Flexibility and 
efficiency of use

Add travel mode under 
“Stays” tab
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Expedia

Show how many tickets are left 

H1 Visibility of system 
status 

Show availability
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RECOMMENDATION
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PC = Price Comparison 

 

What Kayak can adopt:
- Show availability (p. 30)

 What Kayak can avoid: 
- PC1 → Visibility of system status → minor change is needed

Recommendation: Adding feedback after clicking “Track prices” (e.g., 
pop-up window; refer to p. 26 for example)



Page Layout
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The Usability Across All Platforms for the…  
Flight page
 

Expedia
Best:  

a. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design 
(especially when comparing across Kayak, Trip, and 

cheapOair)  

Overall: 

- Common practice: Aesthetic and 
Minimalist Design

- But, in general 

1

2
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H8 Aesthetic and 
Minimalist Design 

Expedia

Clean, including good use of colors 

and white space

Does not pre-filled the departing city

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SHM4hQfrN85irP8VKH5T706pREynyiqs/preview
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KAYAK 
cheapOair 
Trip 

The Usability Across  

Complex and overwhelming

- Ex: Too many ads or pop ups

H8 Aesthetic and Minimalist 
Design 

Severity code: 2 (code: PL1)
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Kayak Ads

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BKqBqrJyjPc9weU7-0nyX15j4t_Po2tY/preview
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B.  Animated ads/info

1

A. Pop-up

2
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H4 Consistency and 
Standards

H6 Recognition Rather than 
Recall

Option to choose 

Good use of colors, symbols and 

font weight 

KAYAK

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KYr9XvfQPPcEGlyMYCPsc7wwYgg75oi2/preview
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H1 Visibility of System 
Status

Severity code: 2

Unsure if you can directly purchase 

from them or the partnered 

companies

(code: PL2)

KAYAK
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1

2
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The Usability Across All Platforms for the…  
Hotel page

Expedia is the best among all, including Kayak

● Provides sufficient filters for quality customized experiences

● The ONLY one that provides support/help features

● Minimalism design, less advertisements



PL  = page layout 

In general, what Kayak can improve: 

1. PL1 (p. 37) → Aesthetic and Minimalist Design 
● Recommendation: Make use of webpage section strategically (refer to p. 67 for example)

2. PL2 (p. 42) → Visibility of System Status
● Recommendation: Enlarge certain function/providing clear labels 

RECOMMENDATION
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Check out
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KAYAK

The checkout page will direct 
users to other flight companies 
(e.g. United Airline, Delta).

The user experience of checking 
out depends on which website 
they will go. 
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RECOMMENDATION

Credibility status → provide more information about their 
partnered companies. 



Emergency Exit
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The Usability Across All Platforms for the…   

a. Can you easily find customer service number/live chat 

feature?

b. Is there access to immediate customer services? 

c. Can you go back to the previous page 

d. Are there cancellation fees?

Recap: the metric 
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Trip

1. Clear message showing refundable or not

2. Message available during search

3. Easily found customer service feature and click to make a call

4. Direct help provided by chatbot
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Trip

1

2



cheapOair.com
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1. User can easily see if the room is refundable or not after clicking into 

detail pages

2. A clearly visible customer support number located at upper right of  page



cheapOair.com
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Expedia

1. Quick link to frequently used customer service needs and sorts help by 

topics

2. When booking for a hotel, a back button is provided at detail page even if 

this page is opened in a new tab.
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KAYAK 

Automatically reloads page when 

user re-enters the page and found 

search session expired

Flexibility tag shows about “no 

change fees” but nothing about 

being refundable or not

Customer service available but hard 

to find as it’s embedded in the end 

of a long FAQ page
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KAYAK 

Flexibility tag shows about “no 

change fees” but nothing about 

being refundable or not
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RECOMMENDATION

1. Provide better information about flights being refundable or not

2. Notice users about the lengthy cancellation process



Indirect Competitors 
Findings
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Indirect Competitors
1 2
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airbnb FRONTIER



Price comparison
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Page layout
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airbnb

Achieve the minimalistic 
goal by making use of web 
page section  

H8 Aesthetic and 
Minimalist Design

2
1

3
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FRONTIER

H8 Aesthetic and 
Minimalist Design

Simple and clean design
 
Easy to follow

1

2
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FRONTIER
H1 Visibility of 
System Status

Severity code: 2

(code: PL3)
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2

1

3
Imagine: a non-tech savvy 
user came across this 



PL  = page layout 

What Kayak can avoid: 

● PL3 (p. 69)→ Visibility of System Status

○ Recommendation: Do not allow consumers to proceed to the next steps or task 

■ Ex: if no flights available that day, use pop-up to let them know instead of 
bringing them to next page as see on 

RECOMMENDATION
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Check out
63



Allow users to choose additional 
services and fill in related information 
at checkout page 

-Ex: Travelers with pets or need special 

assistance  

FRONTIER
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H3 User control 
and freedom



airbnb
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Easy for novice users to log in

H7 Flexibility and 
efficiency of Use



RECOMMENDATION
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Inspired by the indirect competitors - Airbnb, Frontier

The Kayak flight payment page can add a feature that allows easy 
sign-on for travellers.  For example, travellers can sign on by using their 
gmail or Facebook account.

On the payment page, add service for travellers who need special 
assistance.



Emergency Exit
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The Usability Across All Platforms for the…   

a. Can you easily find customer service number/live chat 

feature 

b. Is there access to immediate customer services? 

c. Can you go back to the previous page 

d. Are there cancellation fees?

Recap: the metric 
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airbnb

Easily found language options at 

upper right

Should the user enter their pages 

under an unwanted language it’s 

easy to modify
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Clear information about 

cancellation policy at detail pages

And a clear “show more” button if 

the user wants to see more details

airbnb
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FRONTIER

User won’t be able to know about 

their service being 

pay-to-be-flexible before going 

through passenger info process
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Using their back button from 

editing passenger info returns you 

to their homepage rather than 

search page and search is lost

FRONTIER



RECOMMENDATION 
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Inspired by the indirect competitors - Airbnb, Frontier

Add a recognizable language option button somewhere in the page.

Should the service be pay-to-be-flexible, notice users at the search 
page.



Influencer Features
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Amazon

Virtual dash buttons allow 
Amazon customers to quickly 
order common items. A similar 
feature for Kayak could allow 
users to quickly call up the 
price for 
flights/hotels/packages to 
different destinations they 
frequently travel to.



RECOMMENDATION 
SUMMARY
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STRATEGY
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1 2 TACTICAL
Page design 

1. Minimalism design (p.43)
2. Enlarge certain function or make labels 

clear  (p. 43)
3. Add a recognizable language option 

button somewhere in the page (p.75)

Support 
4. Provide special assistance for customers. 

(p. 72)
Payment

5. Add information about their partners to 
establish the trust of customers when 
they go to payment page (p.46)

6. Provide automatic login by using gmail 
account etc. (p.72)

In a crowded and consolidated market, Kayak is 
firmly in the middle of the pack. Kayak will need 
to make technical modifications to keep pace 
with the competition

Booking Group could improve Kayak’s standing 
by testing new features on it before pushing 
them to its other holdings



Next Steps
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● Implement the smaller tactical changes recommended (p.83) to 
enhance user experience on the website

● Gathering a team of experts to evaluate the cost - benefit ratios (e.g., 
budgets, time) regarding implementing the tactical changes
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Thank you! 
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